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The bigger, brawnier brother to the SureFire Stiletto®, the Stiletto Pro 
is a high-output flashlight with a slim profile that fits comfortably in any 
pocket, and can be drawn and activated with ease. Optimized by SureFire’s 
proprietary MaxVision Beam® reflector, the Stiletto Pro’s 1,000 lumens of 
smooth, well-rounded light in high-output mode are easily accessed by the 
body’s primary switch or tactical tail switch, the latter also accessing an 
optional high-frequency strobe that is useful for blinding an attacker. Like 
the Stiletto, the Stiletto Pro also features a 300-lumen medium output and 
a 25-lumen low output, giving it the versatility to handle a wide variety of 
tasks, and the primary switch can be programmed to reverse the activation 
sequence. A rechargeable lithium polymer battery and included MICRO-
USB cable charger make it easy to keep the Stiletto Pro powered up, and its 
Melonite-coated, reversible heavy-duty spring steel pocket clip keeps the 
light secure and accessible whether you prefer to store it with the bezel up 
or down. Machined from Mil-Spec hard-anodized aluminum for tremendous 
durability, the SureFire Stiletto Pro is one tough, pint-sized powerhouse.  

MAXVISION 
BEAM®

PROGRAMMABLE MICROMULTIPLE 
SETTINGS

RECHARGEABLE

¼ SureFire’s proprietary MaxVision Beam reflector projects a  
 wide flood beam for ideal situational awareness

¼ Primary switch activates 1,000-lumen high, 300-lumen medium  
 and 25-lumen low output for a wide variety of tasks; switch can  
 be programmed to reverse the activation sequence for tactical  
 or task preferences

¼ Tactical tail switch instantly activates high output; click for   
 optional tactical strobe when white light is used as a fighting tool

¼ Integrated MICRO-USB rechargeable lithium polymer battery is  
 environmentally friendly and reduces the cost of operation

¼ LED Fuel Gauge allows easy tracking of battery charge/  
 discharge status

¼ Melonite®-coated, spring steel pocket clip can be positioned  
 for bezel-up or bezel-down carry

¼ Mil-Spec hard-anodized aluminum body is corrosion resistant,  
 and passes IPX7 water testing to one meter for 30 minutes

FEATURES

PLR-B 084871328814

PART# / UPC 

1.0 HOURS1,000 LUMENS 142 METERS

MULTI-OUTPUT RECHARGEABLE POCKET LED FLASHLIGHT

®

FUEL GAUGESTROBE

STILETTO PRO

OUTPUT Low: 25   Med: 300   High: 1,000 lumens

RUNTIME Low: 23.5      Med: 1.5      High: 1.0 hours

STROBE RATE Tactical Switch: 9    Emergency: 3-4 Hz 

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY 5,100 candela

DISTANCE 142 meters

CONSTRUCTION Aluminum

FINISH Black

WEIGHT (w/batteries) 4.0 oz (113 g)

LENGTH 4.5 in (11.4 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER 0.87 in (2.2 cm)

BATTERIES Lithium polymer rechargeable (integrated)

SWITCHING Primary, Tactical, and Programming
LIQUID INGRESS 
PROTECTION IPX7

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard. 
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PACKAGING SPECS

BODY SPECS

TYPE Blister Card - Kraft Stock

HEIGHT 10 in (25.4 cm)

WIDTH 4 in (10.1 cm)

DEPTH 1.0 in (2.54 cm)

BATTERY TYPE VOLTAGE CAPACITY ENERGY WEIGHT LITHIUM CONTENT

Lithium Polymer 3.7 V 1,600 mAh 5.92 Wh 28 g 0.48 g

4.5 in

1.7 in


